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1 - Charlotte VanWham
Charlotte Starlight Sakura VanWham

Full Name
Charlotte Starlight Sakura VanWham
Nick Names
Char-Char
Age
13
Parents
Vinnie-- mother left leaving Vinnie a single parent of two 6 year olds
Brother
Todd
Height
5'9"
Hair
White
Length
Top of her tail and below her belt
Style:
Tied back in a ponytail with one of her dad's lucky bandanna's
Fur
Red
Eyes
Left-Green right-red like Vinnie
Build
Trim and well curved,flat chested
Usual Clothing
Dark denim jeans,ankle high boots, FF shirt and vest
Weapons
Hasn't started the weapons safety program
Bike
not old enough to drive yet
Born
Arsis Base
Accent
Mixture of Louisianna and American--like Vinnie
Talk
Clear and quiet with a slight melodious twinge to it
Species
Martian Mouse
Work/Rank

Martian Freshman High School Student
Preferences
Boys--just don't let dad know,he'll go nuts
Marital state
Dating a boy the same age named: Rusty Copperstein---don't tell dad kay?
Health Notes: when she was 12 years old she had to
under go corrective heart surgery to
repair a malfunctioning blood vessel in
her heart that wasn't pumping blood out
of her heart quick enough which lead to
her tiring very quickly. (Which I gues
kinda explains WHY Vinnie is so over
protective of her doesn't it?)
Temper
Calm unlike her dad
Personality
Very sweet and easy to get along with.
Likes
Classical Music when studying,playing classical music,
Figure Skating--undisputed Martian Figure Skating Champion in the Junior
Level,Ballet,Hockey,Manga's,fruit smoothie.painting,
Dislikes
Anything with the word "surprise" in it's name.
Is known to say
Life starts out as a blank slate,what gets written on the blank slate of our lives is up to us life is a
precious gift,don't waste it
BG Info
Charlotte is the ONLY daughter of Vincent 'Vinnie' VanWham
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